Members Present: Lynnie Woodruff ’17 (Co-Chair), Leah Budson ’19 (Co-Chair), Anna Saum ’18 (Co-Sec), Arlene Casey ’19 (Co-Sec), Sophie McGlynn ’18 (Librarian), Riley Wheaton ’20, Alana Tartaro ’17, Devin Louis ’18, Yixuan Zeng ’18, Tori Fleischman ’18, Joe Spir ’20, Carley Pazzi ’20, Cesmar Meric ’20
(Absent: Hanae Togami ’19, Hannah Abrahams ’17, Frannie Gascoigne ’17, Danny Mayo ’19)

Public Portion Guests:

A. Committee Updates
   1. SIA - Planned the whole semester -> 3 sessions Thurs 2 weeks from now, 4/11, SES Thu 4/25
      i. Concerned about inability to do more sessions. Someone suggests making race talk very intersectional to incorporate some of the ideas from sessions that can’t be done
      ii. An upcoming abstract has a resolution that Honor Council should hold a conversation about how to talk across political views -> consider publishing abstract
   2. Extracurricular- read survey results
   3. Forums-originally planning on having trial processes forum the same day as the political discussion, but could potentially hold it this week
   4. Faculty Outreach - Organizing PPC for April; Reaching out to old and new faculty for thoughts on the Honor Code
      i. Rob Scarrow (head of faculty affairs) reached out with concerns about the survey results
   5. Abstracts - Keep on keeping on